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The Gold Fedora by Nick Lewis
The Detective Carla McBride Chronicles (Book One)
In Nick Lewis’s debut novel, The Gold Fedora, Oakmont, a small peaceful town in the Bluegrass Region of
Kentucky, is brought to its knees by a heinous, senseless crime with a cornucopia of possible suspects.
After Dean Stephens, lead detective on the case was unexpectedly suspended, Police Chief Brock Evans
must quickly assign another detective before the case turns stone cold, but who would he choose?
Although he had serious reservations with his choice, he put his faith and career in the hands of a brash
and beautiful female detective of Irish ethnicity. Detective Carla McBride with all her red-headed
temper and passion comes to life in The Gold Fedora. With her investigation continually being riddled with
bizarre twists and turns, one would wonder whether she has what it takes to solve this difficult and
intriguing case?
Through a chance meeting, and a blue golf ball marker embossed with a gold Fedora found at the scene
of the crime, Walt Blevins, publisher of The Daily Reporter, explodes on the scene in a strange bizarre way.
He quickly becomes a person of interest in the case, the question is why? After Walt’s alibis are verified,
he and Carla develop a unique love-hate relationship built on shaky ground. Will they be able to put their

personalities and fears aside to untangle a web of indiscretion, deceit, and loyalty in their quest for justice?
Their ability and patience will be tested till the very end.
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The Black Rose by Nick Lewis
The Detective Carla McBride Chronicles (Book Two)
The Black Rose, the second novel in The Detective Carla McBride Chronicles, will test Carla’s experience,
patience, and emotional psyche until the very end. Risking her life investigating several dangerous
situations, her nemesis, John Dickerson, lurks in the background. With a psychotic game of revenge on his
mind, who will it involve?
Will it be Laura Watson, Chris Abbott, Walt Blevins, Daisy, or Carla he chooses? How and when he strikes
depends on which person will satisfy his psychotic thirst? After life-altering events, Carla questions her
life. What changes in her life and career will have a profound effect on her destiny?
As in The Gold Fedora, will Walt Blevins join Carla in putting the pieces of this ever-changing mystery
together? While Carla still struggles with Samantha Lewis’ disappearance, will her fate be revealed, or will
it remain a mystery? Was the death of Debbie Castle an accident or made to appear that way?
While The Black Rose will answer all these questions and more, the many twists and turns will keep you
guessing how this one ends.
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Chasing Truth and Redemption by Nick Lewis
The Detective Carla McBride Chronicles (Book Three)
Penny Miracle, a beautiful, mature teenager, disappeared without a trace on June 23, 1997. On that day,
an up-and-coming rookie police officer named Carla McBride, and her mentor, Tony Picetti, were the first
officers to arrive at the home of Jack and Sandy Miracle. Bernie Kowalski, who had just achieved detective
status, was assigned as the lead investigator and arrived moments later. While Picetti leads a team
canvasing Oakmont's west end, McBride interviewed Penny's best friend, Zoe Elizabeth Pendergast, who
was with Penny that fateful afternoon.
After numerous interviews, tips, and dead-end leads, the case fell stone cold. Penny never surfaced, nor
was her body ever found. The case laid dormant until Beth Pendergast landed a job as a forensic
psychologist and profiler with the Oakmont Police Department. Her mission was to solve cold cases, and
her first case - Penny Miracle's disappearance. Beth is thrust into action with Detectives Carla McBride
and Bernie Kowalski in hopes of solving this case that has haunted each of them for the past fifteen years.
Their paths had never crossed since that fateful day, and now, as they seek truth and redemption, their
lives will never be the same.

Chasing Truth and Redemption, the third novel in The Detective Carla McBride Chronicles, is an intriguing
and spell-bounding mystery with many unexpected twists and turns. While Samantha Lewis's fate is finally
revealed, the ending is one you will not see coming.
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When Eagles Soared by Nick Lewis
When Eagles Soared is a work of fiction - the story is adapted from, inspired by, and based on the author's
best recollection of actual events. When Lou Surber Osborne, a rookie teacher and coach, is hired to coach
an elementary football team with a losing history, he quickly realizes the challenges that lie ahead of him
to make them winners. While defying all the obstacles and challenges facing him, seventeen seventh and
eighth-grade boys bought into a winning philosophy to become the best they could be, win or lose.
In telling this story, for those of you that are baby-boomers, I hope to transport you back to 1970-71 when
life was simple and innocent in so many ways, yet challenging and tense in navigating the turbulent times
brought on by the Vietnam War. It had an enormous effect on young men of military draft age, and their
families and friends, in one way or the other until the war ended. Rock-and-roll groups and their songs
during the Vietnam War era were a statement of defiance but also hope for a better future. As you come
across them in the book, I hope the songs take you back in time, remembering the good times you
experienced with that special someone.
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After graduating from Marshall University in the fall of 1970, his chosen career path didn’t work out.
Although he taught school and coached football for one year in Boyd County, Kentucky, that door closed,
and another one opened, the newspaper business.
After forty years at five different newspapers in Kentucky, Ohio, and West Virginia, he retired in June
2013. For the last nine years of his newspaper career, he was publisher of the Richmond Register in
Richmond, Kentucky. It was there that his love for writing was born and cultivated.
After penning hundreds of commentaries for the newspaper, he sat down one day in January 2014 and
started writing a series titled, The Detective Carla McBride Chronicles. After a long five years, the first
three books were finally completed.
When he is not writing and revising manuscripts, he enjoys golf, gardening, and creating new chapters of
his life with Bonnie. An avid Marshall University football fan, he attends all home games in Huntington,
West Virginia. He has three grown children, and three grandchildren.
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